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Synopsis

HIBISCUS - A Passion Forever.- Describes the passion for those magic plants that lead the author to discover some of the secrets they hide, and that will allow you to get your own bigger blooms, enhanced colors, more healthy plants that will bloom all year round and increase the average number of hibiscus seeds per pod. Through the years, I have developed my theory that hibiscus make you feel younger. Not only have they brought energy and life to an 88 year young friend of mine, but they have also been chosen by young people to show they are surfers. Hibiscus is a flower that proclaimed on it’s won: à çel stand for life, for fun, for youth, for enthusiasm, and so onâ •. Even lovely young girls adorn their hair with them in summer. Every seed is a new dream, a new project, all by itself. It can grow into something glorious, or it can show very faint colors, it can be huge or very small, it can have one row or petals, or bear petaloids or frills, but it will never cease to astonish. The book is written in a way that will encourage you to grow your own hibiscus from seeds and achieve the joy and fulfillment of producing your own unique plants, and be the first one in the world to see that first unique bloom. The book is full of wonderful and colorful hibiscus pictures that will introduce you to Hibiscus Magic. Growing Hibiscus is a passion for creation, and it makes you feel you are doing magic. I can hear the à œWwooowwsâ • from many hibiscus friends worldwide whenever one of us has bred a stunning seedling with unique pattern and color combination.
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Customer Reviews

This is the most interesting and informative book that I have read about hibiscus so far. The author explains about how to produce very healthy hibiscus plants, the tricks that help us improving flower color and size, and the most importantly it is explained in a way that anybody can understand... I think this is a "Must Have" book for anyone that love hibiscus plants,, And also for professional hibiscus growers who want to have a better production of flowering hibiscus... Great Book! i would recommend to anybody!

Thanks to Constantino, the goal of beautiful hibiscus can be within everyone's reach. This book is easily read, full of information, tips, and his personal observations of this magnificent flower. With this information, I am now more confident to try some of the really "fancy" hibiscus.....I am no longer content with the common red or pink one. In fact, I just got 2 new plants this week !

The author brings to light the fun of growing Hibiscus. I was always afraid to try growing this plant and now I think I want to try it! How's that for changing the world one person at a time? It always seemed too complex of a project to grow Hibiscus. The author breaks the process down into possibilities of pleasure and passion once you try this hobby. The adventure promises to please any gardener with a desire to achieve! The shared personal experiences of the author and the enjoyment expressed in the book are an added bonus not expected from the reading. The photographs of the flowers show the results of their hibiscus passion for the plant. Passion turned to pure joy in presentation! Amazing!

I have loved hibiscus flowers all my life, and it's a love that has run in the family for many years. Their fantastic colors give life to any garden. "Hibiscus - A Passion Forever" has given me the chance to enhance those colors in a simple way by learning what kind of fertilizers I must use. I also discovered there are ways to produce seeds in search of new varieties. But most of all, what I found in this book is that there are people around the world that share this passion with me, and that's truly amazing!
"HIBISCUS A Passion Forever (Hibiscus Gardening)" is the kind of book every gardener should have. Many people love these flowers, as they are an asset to any garden. Their colors are wonderful and they come in different textures and shapes. Here it shows that those colors can be improved in an easy way, and new colors and textures can be developed. As a gardener for many years, I really recommend this book to all the hibiscus lovers around the world.

I just want to say that this book is very helpful for us hibiscus growers. Is a good book i recommend it to every hibiscus lover in this book you can learn a lot about the magic of how to grow very healthy hibiscus...

It is really nice to read experience of someone who had done this for a long time and adjusted the experience to a perfect solution and then educating others how to do. Step by step explanation is so simple and easy to follow. Must read this book if you are serious about growing these beauties.

Is very interesting and helpful book. I will draw information from it. Thanks for good advice Constantino. Definitely try the magic formula in my conditions. It is inspiring for me. I recommend further Hibiscus Lovers :-).
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